HEAT Dispatch and Tracking Solution

The HEAT solution enables delivery businesses advanced productivity and insight into
their on-road performance and liability.
KEY BENEFITS

HEAT Telematics Unit
Provides vehicle positioning and monitoring
along with wireless connectivity for persistent
communication to vehicle.

HEAT Provided Garmin FMI Device
Navigation device providing direction to driver—
enables live updates from dispatcher and twoway text communications.

Simple to use interface

E-log compliance

Efficient for the workforce

Improve your bottom line

Increased productivity

Scalable to all fleet sizes

WHAT ARE THE KEY PROBLEMS FACING YOUR FLEET?
Responding to real time demand

Operational costs (fuel, wear/tear)

Evolving route lists

Access to driver

Insight to vehicle location

Complying with federal regulations

HEATTRACK AND DISPATCH PUTS YOU ON TRACK
The HEATTrack and Dispatch solution combines a powerful platform with superior cellular service and hardware components to provide fleet operators the
ability to gain real-time control over their most valuable assets. Our solution
enables operators to:

HEAT Provided Cellular Service
Over-the-air connectivity between vehicles and
the HEATTrack platform.

Gather real-time GPS location information on active vehicles
Manage and update driver routes remotely
Comply with the FMCSA requirements for Hours of Service (HOS)

HEATTrack Enterprise Platform

Our system also provides operators with a singular database to keep track of all
vehicle and driver insurance information, emergency contacts, expiry dates and
maintenance schedules. Utilizing our advanced maintenance monitoring component, operators can receive proactive notifications for required maintenance
or service faults which will contribute to optimizing uptime and productivity.

Provides real-time fleet visibility along with
routing and dispatch capabilities. Enables complete vehicle and driver logging.

Read on to learn more specifically how HEAT can help you Cover Your Assets!

Cover Your Assets!
info@heattags.com

www.heattags.com

843.633.1215

HEAT Dispatch and Tracking Solution
A powerful fleet communication and control

tool

FEATURES

Alert Popup

Dispatcher Prescribed Routing

Send alerts to drivers from your central office that Integrated with HEATTrack’s Dispatch Module,
popup on the display
you can send predefined Stop routes to the driver.

Stop Messages
Display a list of stops or “jobs” that have been
sent to the device. Find this list under “My
Stops”. Stops can include instructions for drivers.

Text Messages
You can communicate with your driver from your
office by sending text messages to be displayed
(when stopped) on the display.

Custom Forms
ETA

Create custom forms with user-defined fields to
capture data at the point of delivery.

Your dispatch team will receive ETA notifications
of current Stops in progress.

Road Segment Avoidance

Using a HEAT provided GPS asset tracking device in conjunction with a Garmin
FMI-enabled display and the HEATTrack
tracking and dispatch software, fleet
managers can optimize the control over
their fleet and comply with the federal
regulations regarding E-logging.

This complete solution enables significant benefits to fleet managers as it
allows for complete control over daily
routes, on-the-fly route modification,
safe and effective two-way driver communication and up-to-the-minute status reports.

Driver Identification

Your dispatcher can notify your fleet about particular roads, or sections of roads, to avoid.
Keep track of who is in which vehicle at any time.
Drivers login before starting their day. Compliance with federally mandated E-log.

Auto-Arrival at Stop
The system will automatically identify a defined
“Stop”. The driver can then indicate if the Stop is
complete and proceed to the next Stop.

Hours of Service (HOS)
Meet the federal mandate for E-log by gathering
all required data for Automated On-Board Recording Devices (AOBRD).

Canned Messages & Responses
Managers can configure up to 120 canned messages to be stored on the system for drivers to
quickly respond to incoming messages and requests without creating distraction.

Speed Monitoring & Alerts
With our optional speed limit integration, our
system will dynamically compare travel speed
against posted speed limits.

Status

Hours of service and driver identification are tracked and viewable to be
completely compliant with all federal
regulations.

HEAT’s business operations and support
team provide behind the scenes maximized uptimes and insight into fleet optimization—resulting in faster dispatches, quicker service times, and profitable
fleet operations.

www.heattags.com

Real time communications that allow drivers to
automatically send status updates.

Cover Your Assets!
www.heattags.com

